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Abstract
Absolute absorption cross sections of O3 were measured in the 230–850 nm (11765–43478 cm−1 ) region at five different temperatures
(203–293 K) using a Fourier-transform spectrometer, at a spectral resolution of 5.0 cm−1 (corresponding to about 0.027 nm at 230 nm
and to about 0.36 nm at 850 nm). The spectral accuracy of the data is better than 0.1 cm−1 — about 0.5 pm at 230 nm and about 7.2 pm
at 850 nm — validated by recording of I2 absorption spectra in the visible using the same experimental set-up. O3 absorption spectra at
different concentrations were recorded at five different sample temperatures in the range 203–293 K, and at each temperature at two total
pressures (100 and 1000 mbar) using O2 /N2 mixtures as buffer gas. Within the limits of experimental uncertainties, no influence of total
pressure on the O3 spectrum was observed in the entire spectral region, as expected from the short lifetimes of the upper electronic states of
O3 . The temperature dependence of the O3 absorption cross sections is particularly strong in the Huggins bands between 310 and 380 nm,
as observed in previous studies. An empirical formula is used to model the temperature dependence of the O3 absorption cross sections
between 236 and 362 nm, a spectral region that is particularly important for atmospheric remote-sensing and for photochemical modelling.
© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Ozone, O3 , is an important minor constituent of the
Earth’s atmosphere [1,2]. It plays a significant role in
atmospheric radiative transfer and photochemistry [3,4].
For many years, atmospheric O3 concentrations have been
determined using UV–VIS spectroscopy [5,6]. For this
purpose, a number of laboratory measurements of the
absorption spectrum of O3 have been reported in the past
[7–43]. In spite of the number of studies, significant uncertainties in the UV–VIS absorption cross sections of O3 still
exist. In order to monitor small changes in the atmospheric
O3 concentrations, it is essential to know the absorption
strength of this molecule to high accuracy.
In the last decade, a new generation of powerful satelliteborne UV–VIS–NIR spectrometers for atmospheric remotesensing (e.g. GOME [44] and SCIAMACHY [45]) has been
夽
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developed, that will be followed by many other similar
instruments on different meteorological satellites. These instruments observe backscattered, reflected and transmitted
light from the Earth’s atmosphere, and measure simultaneously the entire spectral region between about 250–800 nm
at medium or high spectral resolution (0.2–0.4 nm). Such
experiments require precise reference spectra of O3 and of
many other atmospheric absorbers in this spectral region.
In order to provide these reference spectra, new O3
absorption spectra were recorded using the GOME FlightModel (GOME-FM) spectrometer in 1994–1995, in the
entire region 230–800 nm at five different atmospheric temperatures in the range 202–293 K, as reported previously
[43]. This data set has immediately been used in many
remote-sensing and photochemical studies, although the
spectral calibration of these cross sections is only
accurate to about 0.03 nm, the limitations arising from the
experimental set-up.
While the accuracy of the spectral wavelength calibration
is not critical for many scientific applications, it is essential for the retrieval of atmospheric concentrations of O3
and other constituents, such as NO2 , NO3 , OClO, BrO,
SO2 , CH2 O, and ClO, from remote-sensing measurements
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in the UV and visible. During the computer analysis of
atmospheric spectra by the differential optical absorption
spectroscopy (DOAS) technique [46], a non-linear wavelength fitting procedure (“shift and squeeze”) is often applied in order to take into account systematic errors in the
wavelength calibration. However, it is well established that
additional fitting parameters lead to correlations between the
retrieved atmospheric concentrations and to larger statistical
uncertainties.
To resolve this issue, an impressive number of new laboratory spectra of NO2 [47–50], O2 /O4 [51–54], SO2 [55,56],
H2 O [57–59], BrO [60,61], and OClO [62] have been
recorded in the past years using UV–VIS Fourier-transform
spectroscopy (FTS). This experimental technique combines the advantages of high spectral resolution, of a wellknown instrumental line shape, and of a linear wave
number scale [63]. However, up to the present study, no
temperature-dependent absorption spectra of the most important trace gas O3 have been recorded in the UV–VIS
spectral region using FTS. In order to address this deficit,
we have performed laboratory measurements of O3 spectra
at five different temperatures in the range 203–293 K, with
a Fourier-transform spectrometer suitable for use in the
ultraviolet and visible spectral regions.
2. Experimental
2.1. Experimental set-up
Absorption spectra of O3 at different temperatures
were recorded using the high-resolution Fourier-transform

spectrometer (Bruker IFS-120 HR) at the University of
Bremen, Germany. The instrument has a maximum spectral
resolution of 0.004 cm−1 [64] and operates in the spectral range between 600 and 45,000 cm−1 , using different
combinations of broad-band light sources, beamsplitters/
combiners, and detectors. For all spectra used in the present
study, the same interferometer configuration was used in
order to guarantee an accurate spectral calibration.
A Xenon arc lamp (Osram XBO 150W/2) with a
water-cooled elliptical mirror (Amko) or a quartz-tungstenhalogen lamp (Osram Xenophot HLX 64610) were used
as broad-band light sources. The beamsplitter/combiner is
made of UV-grade quartz. All mirrors in the set-up including those inside of the Bruker spectrometer are coated with
a thin layer of MgF2 in order to obtain a high reflectivity in
the UV region. The wavenumber accuracy of the instrument
was validated by recording absorption spectra of gaseous
I2 in the visible at a spectral resolution of 0.6 cm−1 and
found to be better than 0.1 cm−1 (about 0.5 pm at 230 nm
and about 7.2 pm at 850 nm) [56,65].
The light was coupled out of the spectrometer after the
interferometer chamber, which was evacuated to about 0.03
mbar during the experiments (all wave numbers and wavelengths in this paper are, therefore, given for vacuum conditions). For recording spectra in the region 11,500–30,000
cm−1 , an Si diode detector was used. For the region between
20,000 and 33,000 cm−1 , a GaP diode detector replaced the
Si diode; for the UV region between 30,000 and 45,000
cm−1 , a solar-blind UV diode was employed (see Fig. 1).
The spectral resolution was limited to 5.0 cm−1 (corresponding to about 0.027 nm at 230 nm and to about 0.36 nm at
850 nm) because no changes of the O3 absorption spectrum

Fig. 1. Spectral distribution obtained using different white-light sources (Xenon arc, halogen lamp) and detectors (Si, GaP, and UV diodes) in order to
cover the entire spectral region between 10,000 and 45,000 cm−1 (225–1000 nm) with the FTS.
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were observed at higher spectral resolutions. This restriction
enabled us to achieve an optimal signal-to-noise ratio.
The absorption cell comprises a double-jacketed quartz
vessel having a total length of 120 cm and an inner diameter
of 5 cm. It can be equipped with a White-type mirror optics
to achieve optical path lengths of up to 20 m. For the
present study, spectra were recorded at optical path lengths
of 120 cm (UV diode detector), of 505 cm (GaP diode detector), and of 985 cm (Si diode detector). Liquid ethanol
flows through the inner jacket of the cell as a coolant, the
outer jacket being evacuated for thermal insulation. In addition, the absorption cell was completely wrapped into black
isolating foam (Armaflex) for additional thermal stability.
The temperature of the cell was controlled by a commercial two-stage cryogenic cooler (Haake KT-90) and
calibrated with a Pt-100 temperature element inside the
absorption cell both before and after the experiments. The
stability of the temperature was always better than ±1 K
and the absolute accuracy of the temperature is estimated
to ±1 K from the calibration of the cell temperature against
the temperature of the cooler [56,65]. Relative O3 absorption spectra were recorded at temperatures of 203, 223, 246,
280, and 293 K, and at each temperature at total pressures
of 100 and 1000 mbar using different O3 /O2 /N2 mixtures.
The O3 partial pressures were always significantly smaller
than those of the buffer gases O2 and N2 . The pressure in
the absorption cell was measured using calibrated capacitive
pressure transducers (MKS Baratron).
The optical interface between the Fourier-transform
spectrometer and the absorption cell comprises an off-axis
parabolic mirror and a spherical mirror for the f-number
conversion, and a small spherical mirror (placed in the focus
of the off-axis parabolic mirror) that acted as a field lens
to provide a maximum throughput. The latter arrangement
was particularly important because the f-numbers of the
Bruker FTS and of the absorption cell are rather different
(about 6 and 60, respectively). The design of this interface
was made using a ray-tracing program in order to make an
optimum choice for the different optical components.
Gaseous O3 was generated in a silent discharge using a
commercial ozoniser (Innovatec) that produces up to 5%
of O3 in a silent discharge through a flow of O2 . Before
entering the cell, the O3 /O2 mixture was diluted with gaseous
N2 . Constant flow rates of O2 and N2 were maintained by
calibrated MKS flow controllers. Typically, flow rates were
between 0.8 and 1.9 l min−1 for N2 and 1.5–50 l h−1 for O2 .
High-purity O2 (4.8) and N2 (5.0) gases were purchased
from Messer Griesheim Germany. Absorption spectra were
recorded at different mixing ratios of O3 /O2 /N2 in order to
obtain O3 optical densities in the 0.1–1.0 range.
2.2. Experimental procedure, data reduction,
and error analysis
Before and after recording O3 absorption spectra at different total pressures, sample temperatures, and O3 partial
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pressures, reference spectra of the white-light source were
recorded in order to obtain an accurate zero-absorbance
baseline. These spectra were used as reference to calculate
weighted baseline spectra for the O3 absorption spectra,
which were recorded in blocks every 15 min. In this way,
O3 optical densities were obtained with weighted reference
spectra and all blocks were averaged. The linearity of the
lamp drifts, which were as large as 20% in the UV region,
was validated with spectra of the empty absorption cell
recorded under identical conditions [56,65].
The O3 optical densities were finally scaled and concatenated at three different wave numbers, to take into
account the different absorption in the Hartley, Huggins, and
Chappuis bands of O3 , as well as the use of different detectors (see Fig. 1): at 33,000 cm−1 (303 nm), at 31,000 cm−1
(323 nm), and at 21,000 cm−1 (476 nm, for total pressures
of 100 mbar) or 22,500 cm−1 (444 nm, for total pressures of
1000 mbar). The difference of the concatenation wavenumbers for 100 and 1000 mbar is explained by the differences
in the O3 optical densities that could be achieved at these
total pressures.
To obtain absolute absorption cross sections in agreement with previous studies, we scaled the optical densities at each temperature to absolute cross sections using the
integrated absorption cross sections of O3 recorded using
the GOME-FM spectrometer [43]. The advantages of using
absorption cross sections integrated over the full width of an
electronic band are (1) that they are — within the validity
of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation — independent of
the sample temperature (as observed for O3 where the integrated values for the Hartley band have been shown to be
independent of temperature to better than 1% by different
authors [25–29,43]), and (2) that they are independent of the
spectral resolution. We decided to use the integrated absorption cross sections recorded with the GOME-FM instrument
because they cover the full spectral range 230–790 nm. If
some other values for the UV–VIS O3 cross sections should
be recommended for general use in the future, it will be
sufficient to re-scale the cross sections of this study by the
same factor as those recorded with the GOME-FM instrument (at all temperatures). The absolute uncertainty of the
O3 absorption cross sections of the study carried out using
the GOME-FM spectrometer is less than 3%. Additional uncertainties are due to the signal-to-noise ratio varying with
the total pressure as a result of the different optical densities
of O3 in regions of small absorption cross sections, and also
with the spectral region under consideration as a result of
the white-light lamp spectral function. The absorption cross
sections determined in this study also contain uncertainties
due to residual baseline drifts depending on the spectral
region; they are strongest in regions where the lamp signal
is comparatively small (see Fig. 1). The total uncertainties
of the absorption cross sections, therefore, depend both on
the spectral region and on the total pressure.
Generally, the O3 spectra at a total pressure of 1000 mbar
have a better signal-to-noise ratio and less residual
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Fig. 2. The new O3 absorption cross sections of this study at a spectral resolution of 5.0 cm−1 . Note the logarithmic scale of the ordinate since the cross
sections vary over more than seven orders of magnitude. Note also the systematic decrease of absorption cross sections at lower temperatures in the
region between 350 and 450 nm.

baseline errors. The smallest uncertainties are achieved
in the regions below 21,000 cm−1 (3–6%) and between
28,500 and 37,000 cm−1 (4–7%). Above 37,000 cm−1 , the
signal-to-noise ratio becomes smaller because of the decreasing lamp output in the UV, and between 21,000 and
28,500 cm−1 the O3 absorption cross sections are small
and result in a smaller signal-to-noise ratio and increasing
uncertainties due to residual baseline errors.
It is important to stress the fact that the advantage of the
accurate wavelength calibration is maintained over the entire
spectral region between 230 and 850 nm, and that the error
in the differential absorption cross sections (which are used
for the analysis of atmospheric data) is small even in the case
of systematic baseline drifts in regions of weak absorption,
e.g. between 350 and 420 nm (see Fig. 2). For example, the
new FTS O3 absorption cross sections have already been
used successfully to improve the spectral calibration of the
O3 spectra recorded with the GOME-FM [43].
In addition, the resolution (5.0 cm−1 ) of the new spectra
is significantly higher than those obtained by the grating
spectrometers used for atmospheric remote-sensing (usually 0.4–1.0 nm, corresponding to 25.0–62.5 cm−1 at
25,000 cm−1 ). The signal-to-noise ratio in regions of small
absorption cross sections is better after convolution of the
new FTS O3 absorption cross sections with the instrumental line shapes of the atmospheric spectrometers. This
improvement is well illustrated by the fact that different
research groups who work on the retrieval of O3 and other
atmospheric constituents using ground-based atmospheric
spectra already included the spectra of the present study in
their data analysis, and reported improved results resulting
from the high wavelength accuracy and from the good

signal-to-noise ratio. This feature is of particular importance in the region 350–400 nm, where BrO and OClO
features are present in atmospheric spectra under perturbed
conditions [66].

3. Results and discussion
Within the limits of experimental accuracy, no pressure
dependence of the O3 absorption cross sections in the entire
region 230–850 nm was observed; i.e. the only differences
are due to noise and baseline changes. This result is in
agreement with expectations from the upper state’s lifetime,
because all excited electronic states of O3 leading to the
absorption spectrum between 230 and 850 nm are repulsive
or highly predissociated. The only region where a possible
pressure dependence could have been expected is between
310 and 380 nm (the Huggins bands, see inset in Fig. 2).
However, no rotational lines are observable in these bands,
illustrating that rapid predissociation is predominant in this
system. It is interesting to note that a recent study [67] of
the atomic O 1 D quantum yields from O3 photolysis in the
region between 315 and 375 nm (which is a spin-forbidden
process) concluded that the cross sections of the present
study lead to more consistent results than other O3 absorption cross sections published previously.
While the integrated absorption cross sections of O3
were assumed to be constant, there are regions with a clear
temperature dependence of the absorption cross sections
which is strongest in the Huggins bands between 310 and
380 nm (see Fig. 3), in agreement with previous studies of the O3 cross sections in this region [25–29]. The
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Fig. 3. The temperature-dependent absorption cross sections in the Huggins bands clearly show the presence of “hot bands” arising from excited vibrational
levels in the electronic ground state, leading to changes in the differential cross sections with temperature. At the same time, this region is influenced
by the slope of the Hartley band, leading to an increase of the absolute absorption cross sections with increasing temperature.

temperature dependence of transitions arising from excited
vibrational states — (1 0 0), (0 0 1), and (0 1 0) — in the
electronic ground state (“hot bands”) is shown in Fig. 3, in
good agreement with previous work [68–72]. Vibrational
assignments of the Huggins bands lead to a set of improved
vibrational constants for the upper electronic state. These
data, determined from a linear least-squares fit of the band
centres to a Dunham-type expansion, are shown in Table 1.
Note that it is still impossible to determine the symmetry
of the upper electronic state from these assignments, so
that future experimental and theoretical work is required to
resolve this issue. However, independent of the theoretical
analysis, the influence of the “hot bands” is very important
for the analysis of atmospheric spectra in this region, as
demonstrated by the differential cross sections in Fig. 4.
Table 1
Spectroscopic parameters of the Huggins bands of O3 a
Constant

This work

[72]

[68]

[71]

Te
ω1
ω2 + x22
ω3
x11
x12
x13
x23
x33
rms

26126 (14)
753.2 (43)
410.6 (80)
788.0 (63)
16.8 (4)
22.2 (16)
37.2 (7)
21.0 (20)
18.0 (8)
7.2

–b
743.5
440.6
800.2
23.4
24.4
28.1
11.5
13.4
–b

26139 (12)
762.5 (23)
407.4 (113)
833.4 (82)
19.0 (4)
18.8 (22)
37.0 (16)
27.2 (84)
21.8 (39)
6.8

26120 (12)
762.3 (34)
409.4 (118)
798.7 (38)
19.0 (6)
18.8 (30)
37.5 (12)
23.0 (34)
19.5 (8)
6.8

a Numbers in parentheses indicate the standard deviation (1σ ) in units
of the last digit.
b These values are not given in the paper [72] that describes theoretical
work.

At lower temperatures, the cold bands become more pronounced, leading to an increase of their differential cross
sections with decreasing temperature, while the “hot bands”
disappear (leading to a decrease of the differential cross
sections) with decreasing temperature at such wavelengths.
An important temperature effect is also observed on the
blue wing of the Chappuis band between 400 and 500 nm.
In this region, the overall magnitude of the cross sections
decreases with lower temperatures (see Fig. 2), and the differential cross sections also change with temperature (see
Fig. 5), in good agreement with the study of Burkholder
and Talukdar [41] and with our previous work using the
GOME-FM instrument [43]. Note that the shift of the peak
positions of the differential cross sections towards smaller
wavelengths with decreasing temperatures (nearly 0.2 nm
between 293 and 203 K) already observed in the spectra
recorded with the GOME-FM instrument is clearly confirmed by the new FTS data. This shift is particularly important for the analysis of atmospheric spectra and requires
further theoretical investigation. The slight increase of the
differential cross sections at the top of the Hartley band
(ca. 240–270 nm) is also in agreement with several previous
studies [25–29].
The O3 cross sections at different temperatures in the
region between 350 and 420 nm show an overall decrease
with temperature except at the lowest value, 203 K. Although it cannot be entirely excluded that a baseline error
is responsible for this observation, the same effect was
observed qualitatively in the spectra recorded with the
GOME-FM instrument [43] and in recent measurements
using the SCIAMACHY-PFM instrument [73]. Because
high-purity gases were used, contributions from gaseous
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the differential absorption cross sections in the Huggins bands between 345 and 380 nm, a spectral region which is
currently used for measuring OClO and BrO in the atmosphere. Note the different behaviour for cold and “hot” bands, and the good signal-to-noise ratio
in the entire region.

impurities are not expected in this region, and the increased
absorption at low temperatures could not be identified with
a known molecular absorber, such as O4 , NO2 , N2 O3 ,
N2 O4 , HONO, etc. Although the physical reason for the
observed effect is unclear (a possible explanation could be
the formation of a weakly-bound molecular complex of O3
and O2 at lower temperatures), this increase of the O3 cross
sections with decreasing temperature in the near-ultraviolet

would be of great importance for atmospheric photochemistry. Obviously further experimental effort is required to
elucidate this question.
In order to calculate absorption cross sections at intermediate temperatures (in view of the atmospheric remotesensing applications often using more than five atmospheric
layers) and to reduce systematic uncertainties due to residual baseline errors, an empirical three-parameter model was

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the differential absorption cross sections in the blue wing of the Chappuis band between 415 and 520 nm. This
spectral region is used for ground-based measurements of O3 and NO2 from zenith-sky spectra. Note the slight increase of the differential absorption
cross sections with decreasing temperature, and the clear shift of the peaks towards smaller wavelengths (nearly 0.2 nm between 293 and 203 K).
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Fig. 6. Upper trace: temperature dependence of the O3 absorption cross sections in the region 236–355 nm as reproduced by a three-parameter model
(see text for details). Lower trace: the ratio of measured to the modeled cross sections shows noise up to 5% in the region below 260 nm, and systematic
errors in the measured cross sections above 320 nm mainly due to residual baseline drifts.

used to reproduce the observed variation of the O3 absorption cross sections as a function of temperature, at all wavelengths between 236 and 362 nm (a spectral region that is
particularly important for atmospheric remote-sensing and
for photochemical modelling). The model uses a constant
and two exponential functions with a temperature-dependent
exponent


Tx1 (λ) − x2 (λ)
σ (λ, T ) = exp
− x3 (λ)T
T
with three wavelength-dependent parameters x1 (λ), x2 (λ),
and x3 (λ) that were adjusted by a non-linear least-squares
fitting routine to reproduce the observed data at each wavelength λ. The agreement between observed and modelled
data is very good (see Fig. 6), i.e. 1% and better in the region
255–310 nm, up to 5% at smaller wavelengths (due to noise
in the observed data), and up to 10% above 355 nm (probably due to baseline errors in the observed data). From Fig. 6,
it becomes clear that systematic errors in the vicinity of concatenating wavelengths are reduced by the model, because

they appear in the residuals. At the same time, one can see the
increased signal-to-noise ratio compared to Fig. 1 (note that
the model was calculated using the original data convoluted
with a 20 cm−1 FWHM Gaussian function). The interpretation of the three wavelength-dependent parameters x1 (λ),
x2 (λ), and x3 (λ) needs further theoretical investigation.
A general comparison of the O3 absorption cross sections
and their temperature dependence in the 230–850 nm region
is currently being prepared, using all previously published
data [7–42] including the GOME-FM spectra [43] and the
results of the present work, and additionally new absorption
spectra recorded in 1998–1999 using the SCIAMACHY
satellite spectrometer prior to launch [73]. A first comparison of the new data of this study with previous work is
given in Tables 2 and 3, showing that the cross sections
of this study at room temperature for selected wavelengths
are in good agreement with those from previous work.
It is important to stress the fact that using this new data
set for atmospheric remote-sensing applications represents
an important experimental validation. Potential users are,

Table 2
Absorption cross sections of O3 at 293 K in the Hartley and Huggins bands (in units of 10−20 cm2 )
Wavelength (nm)

This work

Hearn [15]

Bass and
Paur [28]

Molina and
Molina [29]

Daumont
et al. [25]

Mauersberger
et al. [31]

Yoshino
et al. [39]

Burrows
et al. [43]

253.65
289.36
296.73
302.15
334.15

1137
154
61.7
30.4
0.0509

1147
147
59.7
28.6
0.0430

1145
150
61.1
29.8
0.0470

1157
154
62.3
30.3
0.0446

1130.5
151
61.5
29.9
0.0466

1136
–
–
–
–

1143
149
59.7
29.1
0.0437

1150
153
61.9
30.2
0.0494
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Table 3
Absorption cross sections of O3 at 293 K in the Chappuis band (in units of 10−23 cm2 )
Wavelength
(nm)

This work

Hearn [15]

Brion
et al. [42]

Burkholder and
Talukdar [41]

Anderson and
Mauersberger [36]

Burrows
et al. [43]

543.52
576.96
594.09
632.82

315
483
475
347

–
476
–
–

312
477
468
339

308
466
464
331

308
–
457
338

317
484
474
351

therefore, encouraged to undertake systematic comparisons
of different O3 reference spectra for atmospheric retrieval
and to make their observations available.

Schulz, and G. Surawicz) merits particular mention. J.O.
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4. Conclusion
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